Commercial conditions
•

We charge 75% of the project value upon commissioning and 25% upon
completion. In exceptional circumstances (e.g. when our suppliers require
payment in advance) this might have to vary, with more being payable up
front. All costs exclude VAT.

•

Once a project is finished, Sparkler will hold on to all research materials
(including audio recordings, video footage, images, personal data and pretasks) for no more than one year. After that time it will be securely
destroyed. The only exceptions to this are:

•

If the scope or scale of the project alters for any reason it might be
necessary to review these costs accordingly. This includes if you change the
timetable on the project and/or the debriefing session. Reluctantly if any of
the timings of the project are changed we need to retain the option to
charge delay fees; if the project is delayed by more than two weeks we may
charge an additional 5% of the total project cost, 10% for between one and
two months, and 15% beyond that.

•

Where participants have given their consent to Sparkler sharing their
personal data in the form of video and/or audio and/or still photos with
Sparkler’s client for the client’s internal business purposes, in which case
Sparkler may retain that video and/or audio and/or still photos for up to 5
years from the date in which they data subject participated;

•

Where Sparkler has agreed otherwise with its client (in which case Sparkler
may keep the personal data for up to 7 years from the date in which the
data subject participated); or

•

Where Sparkler has a legal or regulatory obligation to keep it for any longer
period.

•

[If applicable, insert appropriate Termination clause for communities. If this
paragraph is deleted the default is stated in Sparkler Terms of Business]

•

All work is performed in accordance with Sparkler Terms of Business,
supplied with this proposal. Instructing Sparkler Limited to commence
work shall be acceptance of these terms

•

If Sparkler Limited enter into any Added Value Bonus or Volume
agreements with suppliers then the discount or rebate is between Sparkler
Limited and the Supplier only and are retained by Sparkler Limited

•

Our expense calculations include travel, accommodation and subsistence as
well as any necessary costs, to deliver the project to the agreed
specification.

•

For projects requiring international travel, expense calculations include the
costs of visas and necessary inoculations.

•

Remittances paid in currencies other than sterling are subject to review if
there are currency fluctuations of +/- 3% from the exchange rate used in
the agreed proposal.
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